**MULTI-STEP STAMPING FLOWER 1:**
Begin by stamping 1A Base image flower in a light shade. Next use a darker shade to stamp the 1B stamp shadows. Stamp the stem, 1C, in a green. Add leaves (9A) and veins (9B) for a beautiful single lilac blossom.

**MULTI-STEP STAMPING FLOWER 2:**
Start with a light shade for the flower base (2A). Then use a slightly darker shade for the petal shadows (2B). Add stem parts (2C & 2D) in green. Add leaves (7A) and vein details (7B). Combine stamping with the SVG Digital Download Cut Files to layer flowers.

**MULTI-STEP STAMPING SMALL BUDS:** Start with a light shade for the flower base (8A). Use a darker shade for the flower shadows (8B). Next stamp the flower stems (8C) in green.

**MULTI-STEP BUTTERFLY:**
Start with the solid inside shades of the butterfly (10A). Stamp the outlines (10B) on top.

**INTERMEDIATE & ADVANCED TIPS:**
Block out a bouquet by stamping the base images first. Practice on scrap paper. Mask off portions where there would be overlapping. Or create longer stems by simply stamping it a second time. Stamp image 6 in a pale color. This will help to tie the grouping together. Cut coordinating shapes with the Digital Download Offset and Exact Cuts. Stamp on the shapes. Then create a layered bouquet by placing double-sided sticky foam tape.
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